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DEFINING CERAMIC CHANGE AND CULTURAL INTERACTION:
.REsULTS OF TYPOLOGICAL, CHRONOLOGICAL, AND TEcHNOLOGICAL ANALYSES OF
GUANGALA PHASE CERAMlCS

Maria A. Masucci
Drew University

Introduction
The period between 500 B.C. and A.D. 500
was a time of dramatic changes in societal
organizationthroughout the Intermediate Area
(the Northern Andes). The rise of localized
hierarchical systemsduring this periodexempli,
fies the great range of possiblesocialstructures
which are commonly classified as "chiefdoms"
(Drennan and Uribe 1987). For what is now
Ecuador, the corresponding temporal division
has been labeled the Regional Developmental
Period, generally dated from 300 B.C. to A.D.
600/800. It has been defined by its original

presenters (Evans and Meggers1960,'1961; .
Meggers1966) as a time of increasingcomplex,
ity,differentiation in sociopoliticalorganization,
expanding trade and interregional contact, and
florescence in local art styles which may repre,
sent regional chiefdoms. Very little is actually
known, however, of the sequence of develop,
ments in Ecuador during this period. In particu,
lar, little attention has been paid to the Guan,
galaPhase, which is our name forthese localized
cultures or art styles ofthe southwest coast.
Research on the Guangala Phase of the EI
Azt1carValley (Figures 1,2) demonstrates that
although the region'speoples maynot have been
the source of complexity, they participated in a
dense web of interactions. This gave them
access to highland raw materials and finished
goods,marine resources, foreignpottery vessels,
and certain decorative attributes (Masucci
1992; Reitz 1986, 1990a, 1990bj Masucci and
Macfarlane 1997). Therefore, the EI Azt1car
Valleyoffers an opportunity to reconstruct the
interactions which appear to have played a role
ANDEANPAST 6 (2000): 175,208.

in developments throughout the southwest
coastal zone.
A fundamental element missing in our
knowledgeof the Guangala Phase and hindering
research has been a detailed 'ceramic typology
and chronology. However, one based primarily
on modal changes in decorated fineware ceram,
ics has been available (Paulsen 1970), along
with a detailed study of the early portion of the
phase (Stothert 1993a). My survey and exca,
vations in the EI Azucar Valley, approximately
25 km fromthe present coastline, revealed deep,
stratified midden deposits with large, well,pre,
served pottery samples of the Guangala Phase.
These samples provide the opportunity for a
ceramic analysis which tests previous studies
and gives us a picture of complete assemblages
from a wider span of the phase (Masucci 1992).
I followed a combination of a type,variety and
modal analysis (Robertson 1980, 1991;
Demarest 1986). This paper outlines the
chronological sequence resulting from these
analyses. In it I present a set of temporallyand
spatially significant attributes of coarse,paste
wares. This sequence of utilitarian wares allows
sites to be placed into a series of complexes,
even iffine, paste decorated wares are absent, or
too eroded for identification.
This typologicaland chronologicalstudyhas
been further expanded through a technological
analysis and sourcing study, utilizing methods
borrowed from the geological sciences;particu,
larlypetrographic thin section analysisofpottery
and regional clay and rock samples. Through
examination of a complete assemblage,includ,
ing both finewaresand utilitarian wares,and use
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of an expanded methodology (type..variety..
modal analysis) combined with a technological
analysis,shifts previouslydocumented in Guan..
gala finewares were supported and found to
coincide with changes in form, surface treat..
ment, and paste composition in utilitarian
wares. These changes also appear to correlate
with changes in settlement.
Ceramic change is an issue which has been
examined by many authors, and their work,
whether ethnoarchaeological or archaeological,
has demonstrated the variability and complex..
ity of the relationship between ceramic change
and changes in other elements ofa sociocultural
system (Rice 1984,1987). Particularlycomplex
is how contact with outside styles or symbols
affectsa ceramic vocabulary. Differentvariables
of an assemblage,such as style, form,and tech..
nology,exhibit distinct levels ofsusceptibilityto
change. In general, technologyand formare the
most resistant to change, with stylevarying the
mostreadily (Rice 1984:239..245).This assump..
tion leads to an emphasison stylisticchange for
building chronologies. Style is taken here to
mean surface attributes commonlycalled deco..
rative elements or modes. These can include
shape attributes. Form refers to shape, specifi..
cally to size and other attributes of rims, lips,
necks, bases, etc. It should be understood that
these terms define related variables which, in
turn, relate to paste characteristicsas aspects of
technical choices. As Rice has recentlystressed,
however, technical choices are not simply
responsesto desired performance,but rather are
made in a "rich context of tradition, values,
alternatives, and compromises" (1996:140).
They demand an analysis that goesbeyond the
use of hypothesized functions to explain the
causes of ceramic change.
In the EI Azucar case, changes in paste,
forms, and surface. treatment are useful for
building a chronology because these variables
are all seen to change, although at different
times, rates, and to different degrees. The
Guangala ceramic assemblage is diverse and
complex and appears to encompass various

trajectories of change, each of which may be
attributable to different causal factors. Further..
more, identification of local and non..local
pottery permits an assessment of possiblecon..
tact between Guangala people and other neigh..
boring groups. Such contact may have contrib..
uted to some of the changes. The majority of
Guangala ceramics appear to have been made
locally. However, transfer of stylisticmodesand.
exchange of ceramic vesselsare likely. Trade of
tempering material is possible. The new body
of data presented in this article leads to ques..
tions of production and function. It poses a
range of questions about Guangala society and
socioeconomic patterns.
Geographic and Cultural Setting
The temporal focus of this study is the
Guangala Phase (300 B.C. to A.D. 800) (Paul..
sen 1970; Masucci 1992). This phase is identi..
fied as the localizedart style or cultural manifes..
tation of the Regional Deyelopmental Periodfor
southwest coastal Ecuador. Features typical of
this phase include polychromefinewares, fine
paste ceramic flutes, whistles, and figurines,and
white..on..red painted pottery, including large
thick..walledpedestal plates called compoteras.
These features have been recorded over an
estimated 8,000 square kilometers stretching
along the Ecuadorian coast from Punta Arenas
in the south to Machalilla in the north, and
inla~d to the Guayas Basin (Figure 1; Bushnell
1951;Estrada 1957b, 1962;Meggers 1966;Paul..
sen 1970; Lippi 1983; Stothert 1984; Norton
1984).
The majority of ceramic and raw material
samples considered in this study came from
excavations in the EI Azucar River Valley,
approximately 25 km up the Zapotal Riverfrom
the port of Chanduy (Figure 1). The EIAzucar
Valley lies in an ecotone between the lowland
and upland zones on the western edge of the
Santa Elena Peninsula. This region spans the
transition from semi..arid zone dominated by
xerophytic vegetation to dry tropical forest.
Physiographically, the Santa Elena Peninsula

177..

liesto the west of the Andean Chain, the Gulf
of Guayaquil, and the Guayas Basin, and is
separated from the wetter tropical areas to the
north and east by the Chong6n..Colonche hill
range.
The Guangala Phase has always been as..
sumedto have been a time when agriculturalists
occupied nucleated settlements along the
coastalmargin, and more dispersedsettlements
throughout inland valleys (Meggers 1966).
Charred remains of com, beans, and squash
wereidentified in a macrobotanical samplefrom

the EIAzucarexcavations(Pearsall1990). My .
survey in the EI Azucar Valley (Figure 2;
Masucci1992) supports the picture ofGuangala
settlement patterns outlined by previous re..
search (Lanning 1967; Paulsen 1970). During
the early portion of this phase there was an
eXpansioninto inland valleys, with an increase
in site size and number compared with the
previousoccupation of the valleys(ca. 100B.C.
to A.D. 100; Paulsen 1970; Stothert 1993a;
Masucci 1992). Settlement expansion contin..
ued, reaching a climax in the middle portion of
the phase (A.D. 100 to 600; Paulsen 1970;
Masucci 1992). A form of mutualismbetween
coastal and inland settlements mayhave played
a part in this expansion, with marine resources
a component in the economic system that
supported it (Reitz 1990b). Evidence of the
manufacture of marine shell beads and other
ornaments is common at these sites (Masucci
1995),particularly at occupations dating to the
middle portion of the Guangala Phase. The
Earlyand Middle Guangala sites in the EIAzu..
car Valley follow a generally dispersedpattern.
The majority of sites are on the first terraces
above the flood plains. Most sites (86%, or 30
out of 35 Guangala sites) represent single farm..
steads, to judge from the shallownessand lim..
ited areal and chronological range of deposits.
More extensive sites with dense, deep midden
depositsrepresenting longer and more intensive
occupation, or at least multiple households, are
also present (9%, or 3 out of 35 Guangala sites;
Figure2). Two sites are shallowhilltop scatters
which appear to date to the final portion of the
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Guangala phase. Three of the shallow midden
sites also contain a late component.
The final portion of the phase (ca.A.D. 600
to 800; Paulsen 1970) represents a change in
settlement pattern and type. Site location shifts
to higher hills with access to wide expanses of
flood plain. There is a drop in artifact density,
an absence of a number of artifact typessuch as
obsidian, and evidence of craft activities such as
marine shellornament production. Both marine
shells and obsidian are nonlocal goods. A
characteristic feature at these sites is an oval
foundation (1.5 to 2.0 m diameter) formed by
upright sandstone slabs and burnt clay floors
and walls. Large grinding basins and fragments
of large, thick..walled, coarse paste jars are
typically associated with the features (Masucci
1992). Similar features have been reported
since the 1930sand have been dated to the Late
Guangala Phase or to the Manteiio Phase (Ze..
vallos Menenez 1937; Stothert 1981, 1993b;
Masucci 1992, 1996;Alvarez Litben and Garda
Caputi 1995).
Ceramics
Archaeologists in southwest Ecuador rarely
have difficultyidentifying ceramicsof the Guan..
gala.Phase. The ubiquitous sherds with dark
"finger..paint" decoration are an easily recog..

nizedmarker.. These sherdsare assumed,how..
ever, to be chronologically insensitive beyond
marking the phase. Only a few studies include
descriptions of coarse paste or utilitarian vessels
(Bischof 1982; Marcos 1970, 1982; Stothert
1993a). Instead, chronological and descriptive
work has concentrated on decorated fine paste
ceramics (Paulsen 1970; Simmons 1970). The
lack of descriptions of the abundant plainwares
and coarse paste utilitarian wares is particularly
frustrating to archaeologists working at small
rural sites where fine wares comprise a small
percentage of the ceramic assemblage (Lippi
1980, 1983; Masucci 1992). In fact even at
larger sites, decorated wares commonly repre..
sent less than five percent of an assemblage.
Because of this emphasis on a limited portion of
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change have been well known for the fine

Steponaitis (1983). Ceramic analysts in Ecua~
dor are also now productively adapting and

decorated wares for some time, without a test of
possible changes over time in coarse wares.

reworking original definitions of modal analysis
to fit particular collections. and goals (Raymond

the Guangala ceramic assemblage, trajectories of

1995; Beckwith 1996).

.

The terms utilitarian or coarse wares, as
used here, follow definitions by Rice (1987: 203~

204) and refer to the bulk of GuangalaPhase
ceramicswhich are ofmoderate to coarsepastes,
and appear to be of low value and high con~
sumption. This pottery contrasts with finepaste
ceramics which are of lower frequency in the
Guangala Phase collections. These are believed
to have had high production cost,lowconsump~
tion, and thus highervalue (Ibid.:203~204).
Methodology
Typologicaland ChronologicalMetlwds
Many pages have been devoted to discussion
of typological studies and the appropriateness of

competing methods. The most reasonable
statement made In this long.:standingdebate is
that a single method or typologicalsystem may
not be appropriate-to every research situation.
The most important -factor in the choice of
methods is to find one appropriate to the ques~
dons b~ing asked and the material at hand
(Brew 1946). The arena of Andean studies has
its own particular controversy over the use of
ceramic analytical methods (Rowe 1959;
Lathrap 1962; Aleto 1988; Raymond 1995).
Also, although reports concentrating on "cul~
tural historical" questions such as building of
local ceramic sequences are currently out of
favor, there are still many Andean regions in
which such basic studies remain to be com~
pleted. Therefore, because a single method
acceptable to all analysts has not been pre..
sented, the questions of typologicaland chrono~
logicalmethods are still with us. One approach
has been to choose of a combination of methods
such as the call for a type~variety~modalanalysis
(Gifford1976;Sabloff1975)put into practice in
studies in Mesoamerica by Demarest (1986),
Robertson (1980, 1991), and Chase and Chase
(1987) and with Mississippian ceramics by

A combination of Type..Variety,a typologi~
caVtaxonomic hierarchical system of classifica~
tion, and a Modal, or analytical classification,

was chosen for this study as an approachwell'
suited to its goals, the nature of Guangala ce~
ramies, and the El Azucar sample specifically.
This combination was selected to provide the
most information on coarse paste wares which
are a substantial portion of GUangala assem~
blages and were particularly well preserved in
the EI Azucar collection, while also providing
comparative information to be used in conjunc~
tion with paSt stiIdiesusing versions of modal
analysis. A brief discussion of the definitions
and possible strengths and weaknesses of type~
variety and modal systems of classificationare
helpful for background on, the selection of
methods and results.
The type~variety~modalsystem as applied
here to the El Azucar sample is adapted froma
seriesofrecent studies (Demarest 1986;Robert~
son 1980, 1991; Steponaitis 1983) and original
formulations of the methods such as Rouse
(1939,1953,1960),

Smith etal. (1960) andSab~

loff and Smith (1969). In simple terms, the
type~variety system aims at the creation of
similarity classes,of sherds and vessels to con~
struct descriptive typologies, but more impor~
tandy, to delineate spatially and temporally
significant units for defining intrasite and intra
and interregional relationships and chronology.
The goal is to define widely comparable
historical~indexclassificatory units (Rice 1982:
48, 1987:282).Type~varietyprovides a viewof
large scale change as well as description of an
entire collection and estimates of whole vessels.
The concept of mode has a longer history
than the type~varietyconcept (Phillips 1970).
Rouse's (1939) pioneering work is most com~
monly cited for the definition and discussionof
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modes in ceramic analysis. Rowe (1959) and
Lathrap (1962) became very strong proponents
of the use of modes or features, proposingto do
away with pottery types altogether (phillips
1970). This tradition has been continued
within South American ceramicstudies (Menzel
1964, 1968;Paulsen 1970;Raymondet al. 1975;
Isbell 1977; Mohr..Chavez 1977; Tolstoy and
DeBoer 1989). Modes as defined by Rouse
(1939, 1953, 1960) and contrasted to type were
partitive; i.e.,a mode is an attribute or cluster of
attributes that displays significancein its own
right. Rouse (1960) shows in his definitions
that mode and attribute are distinct but can be
the same in practice. A mode consisted of a
singledesign or technique used in the manufac..
ture of artifacts, or else some specification (e.g.,
hardness) (Rouse 1939:11). However,notevery
attribute indicated modes. Someare individual
idiosyncrasies and modes are those attributes
with historical significance. Modes, then, are
attributes, or a series of attributes, with histori..
cal significance'which are sharedbycorrespond..
ing parts of a series of artifacts (Rouse 1939,
1953:63, 1960).
.

.

Raymond'smore recent applicationof this

system which he terms a "Structural AnalysiS",
does not appear to differ from fundamental
definitions of modes as "values ranged along
dimensions of variability, . . . assumed to be
minimal units of formal variation which affect
meaning" (1995:229). Modes, according to
Raymond (lbid.:229..230) may be defined as
"discreteattributes (for example,an everted rim
or a vertical rim), or as values along a continu..
ousscale (such as mouth diameters)". However,
Raymond also adds an explicit consideration of
whole vessel categories. In describingthe steps
in a structural analysis he emphasizesthat the
"units that exhibit structure" are whole vessels.
The unit of analysisisthe completevesselrather
than the sherd (Ibid.:229..230).Raymondstates
that potsherds must be analyzedasparts of pots.
This constant reference back to whole vessels
can provide a meeting ground for the two meth..
ods. Therefore, in this study an attempt is made

Guangala Phase Ceramics

to use the systems as complementary rather
than contradictory.

.

On the other hand, for the early typologists,
types, as opposed to modes, were seen as more
complex phenomena, difficult to duplicate and
useful for broad..scale reconstruction (Rouse
1939:138..141). This view gave rise to a central
criticismof type..basedsystemswhich continut;s
today, with proponents of modal or feature
analysisseeing their method as superior forfine..
grained' chronological analysis. Its followers
stress the ability of the modal method to define
short periods of time, or more discrete phase
divisions, by considering the appearance and
disappearance of individual attributes. Use of a
composite entity or a grouping of a largenumber
of attributes is considered counterproductive for
fine..grainedchronological analysis. Type..vari..
ety combines attributes into types with long life
spans, creating chronologies of relatively few,
very broad periods (Lippi1980:131;Tolstoyand
DeBoer 1989:299; Aleto 1988:106).
The actual validity of such statements in
practice cannot be argued. In the case of the
specific cultural phase of interest here, Guan..
gala, an eight phase chronology was presented
by Paulsen (1970) using a variation of a feature
analysis rather than. a 'type or type..variety
method. The general scheme of that chronol..
ogy is supported by the present study, i.e., that
plain solid polypods appear earlier than deco..
rated ones. However, as this study shows, the
appearance and decline of these variousfeatures
or modes is very complex, do not appear to
occur all at once, often overlap for portions of
the sequence, and therefore are difficult to use
for dating sites with the precision that they
promise. A classification system of types and
varieties will not, however, do any better, but it
does not promise that, noting the complexityof
ceramic change.
Seen in the light of the above discussion,the
two systems need not be competitive. They
have both commonalities and fundamental
differences, strengths, and weaknesses. Ulti..
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mately, an analyst must apply the analytical
structure best suited to the goals of the study
and the natUre and limits of a collection. T01,
stoyand DeBoer (1989:299)assertthat formsof
modal analysis are best suited to. relatively
elaborate material and short,lived attributes,
and can (with luck) extract chronological
information from very small amounts of mate,
rial. In addition, when working with eroded
sherds, type,variety can be verytime consuming
with limited results (Sabloff 1975). A modal
stUdycan more easily deal with the attributes
preserved in the sample. In addition, one major
advantage of a modal analysis as defined and
carried out by Raymond as a structural analysis
is its predictive ability. With the understanding
gained of the design elements and the "genera'
tive rules" of design one can predict which
designs are "grammaticallycorrect" (Raymond
1995:231). Therefore, it should be possible to
recognize foreign pots, as well as copies and
imitations of a style. Such sherdsor vesselsmay
have ended up hidden in a varietal description
or in a box of "specials"or unknown sherds in a
type,variety analysis. Although I did not follow
Raymond's method specificallyin this analysis,
information on modes served a similarpurpose,
helping to highlight particular changes in the
assemblage.
The Type,Variety method was therefore
most applicable to the EI Azucar Guangala
ceramics,but it did not serve wellfor all aspects
of the collection. An attempt wasthus made to
applya basic modal or attribute analysisfollow,
ing originaldefiners of the systemsuch as Rouse
(1939, 1953, 1960) and analysts who have
combined the methods (Robertson 1980,1991;
Demarest 1986). In practice this meant exam,
ining the collection for attributes or series of
attributes which either cross,cut the types and
varieties (wholevesselcategories)definedin the
analysis,or were subsumedwithin a type or were
the defining characteristic for a variety. Not
surprisingly,the modal analysiswasmost useful
for the fine paste decorated waresand for dem,
ing a seriesof modes related to other contempo,
rary cultural phases. However, it wasnot parti,

cularly revealing for coarse wares.The resulting
type,variety classification offers a picture of
broad changes over time in coarse ware surface
treatment, form, and paste not previouslydelin,
eated. The addition of a thin section analysisof
pastes allows these pottery type descriptions to
accurately define what is meant by a "coarse".vs.
a "fine"textUred ware. It also permits consider,

ation of the relationshipthrough time ofstyle,,
form, and technology.
Ceramic Sample

Excavations of stratified midden depositsat
tWoEIAzucar Guangala Phase sites providethe
primary ceramic data base for the analyses. The
ceramic sample is drawn from three trench
excavations totaling 18 cubic meters. Two of
the trenches are from one site (Figure 2, Site
47) with a third from a site 1 kIn distant (Site
30). Both sites contained, only Guangala Phase
material both on the surface and in excavated
deposits. Excavations followed natural levels
when present, and arbitrary levels of 10 cm
when no natural divisionswere visible.Deposits
at Site 47 ranged from 160,180 cm in depth,
.

and from 50,60 cm at site 30. One trench at
Site 47 was enlarged by a 3 x 4 m areal excava,
tion to offer a greater vie~ of the artifact pat,
terning within the site. Although the ceramics
are not included in the analysespresented here,
they were analyzed and followed the same
patterns described in this article.
The wellpreserved state of the ceramics,the
concentrations ofarticulated fishand deer bone,
and the high number of partial vesselsand sherd
refits over short, primarily horizontal distances
suggest minimal disturbance of the deposits.
The density of material and the nature of the
artifacts, such as the range of ceramic forms,
vertebrate and invertebrate faunal, macro,
botanical, and lithic remains, both tools and
manufactUring debris, as well as wattle,and,
daub, metal artifacts, debris from shell working,
pyrolizedplant remains including cotton (Pear,
sallI990), spindlewhorls, a livingfloor,hearths,
and ash throws, possiblyfrom hearth sweepings,
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all support an assessment of the deposits as
domestic midden from a sedentary farming
homestead. The size,density, and extent of the
midden deposits at the two sites suggest trash
from multiple households. Occupation also
appears to have been continuous because no
sterilelayerswereobserveddividingthe midden.

fied temporal patterns of change in plainwares
and utilitarian pottery in other areas (Robertson
1980). Through the type..variety system the
"complete" assemblage: body sherds, as well as
rims, and unslipped, as well as slipped and
decorated pottery, could be analyzed and de..
scribed. A type is not valid unless all portions'of
a vessel are represented.

Five Guangala sites recorded in the El Az11..
car surveycontained ceramic typesnot found at
any other Guangala sites in the Valley. These.
five sites were identified as Guangala based on
the presence of pedestal plates (compoteras),
which are markers of the phase, and of fineware
jarswith vertical necks, lip flanges,and applique
decoration associated in other studies with the
final portion of the Guangala Phase (Paulsen
1970). The ceramic assemblages were domi..
nated by sherds from two types of large, thick..
walled, coarse paste jars which also are associ..
ated in previous studies with the Late Guangala
or Manteiio Phases (Bushnell 1951; Estrada
1957a, 1962; Simmons 1970:385..388; Lippi
1980:70; Mester 1990:148..150;Stothert 1981,
1993b). The utilitarian ware ceramics from
these.sites were used to define two types mark..
ing the final portion of the phase (Masucci

.

1992: 371..375,
1996).

A total of 28,000 sherds from excavated
contexts were analyzed. All excavated sherds
weresorted into typesfollowingthe type..variety
system (Gifford 1976;Robertson 1980;Smith et
al. 1960). Types were defined primarily on
attributes of surface treatment and decoration
with additional consideration offormand visible

paste characteristics. All sherds were then
codedfor modes present and entered as separate
casesinto a computer data base sothat temporal
variations in attributes which crosscut types
could be examined.
The combination of methods was well..
suited to the El Az11carsample and research
goals.The large, well preserved sherds from the
El Az11carsample included a high number of
partial vessels, primarily plainwares, or coarse
paste wares. The type..varietysystemhas identi..

Sixteen types and 31 varieties have been
established for this Guangala assemblage. The
types were examined for temporal and spatial
significance through a relative frequency seria..
tion in conjunction with stratigraphic analysisof
the midden deposits. Nonmetric multidimen..
sional scaling was used to examine the variabil..
ity present in the collections and test the valid..
ity of the seriation, as well as help suggestinter..
digitation of the three trench samples and
subdivision of the resulting sequence (Masucci

1992).

.

The modes examined were divided into
formal, painted, and plastic attribute combina..
tions. These modes did not suggest either an
independent subdivision of the Guangala se..
quence or a finer subdiv~ion than that proposed
on the basis of type frequency seriation. The
results instead offer a set of additional distin..
guishing criteria for the chronological divisions
which will be particularly useful to analysts
working with surface collections where type
frequencies cannot be calculated. This is a
particularly important point because type..vari..
ety has been criticized for offering only large..
scale historical units which assume gradual
change. The use of both typology and the
results of modal analysisdoes allowfiner tempo..
ral assessment of collections because sometypes
overlap in occurrence .and some show only
minor changes throughout the entire sequence.
Technological

Analysis

Followingcompletion of the typologicaland
chronological study a technological analysiswas
undertaken to investigate possible changes in
vessel paste through time, and the correlation
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between stylistic and formal attributes and
technological attributes. The pastes used in an
assemblagecan be analyzedby lookingsolelyat
ceramic artifacts. However, if there is an inter~
est in the manipulation of raw materials and in
questions of provenance, the analystmust gain
knowledgeoflocally availableresources. Prove~
nance studies in particular require comparison
of ceramic artifacts with locally available raw
materials.

nological orderings based on attributes of style
and form.
Results: A New Local Sequence
The EIAzucar analysisrevealed patterns of
change in fine paste ceramics which support
previous work by other authors (Paulsen 1970;
Simmons 1970; Stothert 1993a). In addition,
the work revealed a series of changes in coarse
wares not previously discussed. Results of the
analysis showed that not all Guangala Phase
finger..paintedvesselsare created equal and that
they are, in fact, chronologically sensitive. By
concentrating on attributes of surface treat..
ment, paste composition, and form, a series of
chronologicallyand spatiallysignificantutilitar,
ian ceramic types has been defined. This pat~
tern of changes has been used to subdividethe
Guangala phase, as represented at EI Azllcar,
into three ceramic complexes (ComplexesI..III)
which correspond generally to the Early, Mid~
dIe, and Late Guangala (Stothert 1993aj Paul..
sen 1970). Only a summaryof the primarytypes
and forms is presented below, and a summaryof
formsisillustrated in Figure 3. Detailed descrip..
tions are available elsewhere (Masucci 1992).

Two geologicalmapping and samplecollec~
tion expeditions were conducted in Ecuador
from 1992 through 1993 (Masucci and Mac~
farlane 1997). Analysisof the samplesprovides
data on the local geologicalsetting and on the
resources available. This information served as
the basis for provenance and technological
analysis. A total of 53 claysand 28rock samples
were prepared as thin sections. Thin sections
were also made of 180 Guangala pottery sherds
and three Early Mantefio sherds. Of the ce~
ramic sample, 93 sherds are from the EI Azucar
excavated collections. The remainder of the
sampleisfromsurface.collectionsmade in the EI
AzucarValley, and at sites outsideit which were
encountered during geologicalsurvey, or were
provided from excavated or surfacecollections
A series of corrected and uncalibrated
by other researchers working in southwest
coastal Ecuador (Figure 1). The ceramicswere radiocarbon dates from the primary trench of
selected to cover surface treatment and the form Site 47 (XTrench) provide an absolute scalefor
and composition groupingsnoted in typological the ceramic chronology (Masucci 1992:table
and chronological analyses.Usingtechniques of 10). Three radiocarbon dates from the deposits
place Complex I between 2030 :t 120 B.P.,
optical petrography (Pettijohn 1975jWhitbread
1987, 1989j Folk 1974), observations were 1850:t 70 B.P., and 1750 :t 60 B.P. (Table 1).
recorded on attributes ofmicromass,microstruc,
Only one radiocarbon assay is available for
ture, composition, and textUre (Masucci 1995j Complex II. It suggests a position on the con..
Masucci and Macfarlane 1997)." Estimates of tinuum between 1750 :t 60 B.P. and 1670:t 60
quantitative variables were based on published B.P. with no ending date available. No dateable
geological comparative charts (Folk 1974; materials are available for Complex III, but on
the basis of cross..dating with previous studies
Pettijohn 1975). Petrographic analysis treats
(Paulsen 1970), the types present correspondto
pottery as a geologicalmaterial. tts techniques
are used to identify mineral and rock fragments, what has been labeled "LateGuangala"spanning
as well as to examine attributes of the clay the period from 1350 to 1150 B.P.
matrix. On the basis of the recorded character,
istics, the thin sections are grouped in fabric
classes. These groups must then be interpreted
through comparison with typologicaland chro..
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Table 1.

Guangala PhaseCeramics

BI AtUcar Site 47 radiocarbondates

PTOIIenience

Con-ected,
calibrated

Laboratory
number

Samplematerial

C13/C12 ratio

Complex1
XTrench
70-80cm b.s.
105,110cm b.s.

280 :!:85AD.

1750:!:60 B.P.

SMU2461

Woodcharcoal

513/12C= ,25.3%0

ISO:!: 90 AD.

1850:!: 70 B.P.

SMU 2463

Wood charcoal

513/12C

60 :!: 150B.C.

2030:!: 120B.P; SMU2462

Woodcharcoal

513/12C = ,25%0

370 :!:80 AD.

1670:!:60 B.P.

Woodcharcoal

513/12C = ,24.6%0

XTrench
140.145 em b.s.

= ,25.4%0

Complexn
XTrench
20-30 cm b.s.

SMU2460

range of rim and lip forms. Rim diameter range
is 6.0~46.0cm. These two types together com~
prise from forty to seventy percent of the pottery
recovered in the lowest levels of all deposits.

Primary modes are finger~painted decora~
tion, Applique on bowl leg supports, and a
combination of zoned incision, punctates, and
applique circles on the exterior shoulder of a
small number of jars. . This latter mode is very
rare in the EI Azucar assemblage and crosscuts
forms and types of utilitarian wares (Figure9).
The combination of decorative elements is
distinctive and described as typical of the Jam~
belr Phase in southern Ecuador. . A pottery type
with this mode is listedby Estradaetal. (1964)
as "Jambeli Punctate." The occurrence of this
mode is limited in the EIAzucar sample to the
earliest levels of Complex I. Stothert has de~
scribed the occurrence of the same suite of
decorations on. vessels at Valdivia Village, an
Early Guangala component (1993a).

Open forms of similar paste and wall thick~
nessare primarilyflaringwalledbowlssupported
with polypod legs and a range of rim. and lip
forms. The lowest levelsof the depositscontain
only plain, undecorated solid or hollow poly~
pods, but solid pods with elaborate applique
decoration depicting human figuresand animals
occur during Complex I, although slightly later
than plain pods (Figure 8). Paulsen has pre~
sented a chronology of changes in the features
of these polypods (Paulsen 1970), but these
features were found to overlap in the strati,
graphic columns at EIAzucar.

Fine paste ceramics are dominated by thin
walled (0.2~0.7 cm) bowlsand dishesofcomplex
shapes with thick, dark glossy slips and bur~
nished line decoration occurring on matte
unburnished areas on either the interior orbasal
exterior portions of vessels (Figures 4 and 10).
Iridescent painting is also common on these
vesselsin a range of simple dot and band motifs
(Figures 4 and 10). These vessels are well
documented in literature on the GuangalaPhase
(Willey 1971; Meggers 1966; Paulsen 1970;
Simmons 1970; Stothert 1993a). A round
bottomed, carinated jar with outcurving rimand

Typological aild Chronologi~

Analysis

ComplexI. The earliest ceramicspresent in
the EI Azucar deposits (Complex I) are domi~
nated by two related vess~l types with "finger~
painted" decoration (Figures 3~6). Both types
consistof thin to'moderately thin walledvessels
(0.5~0.7 cm). One is characterized by an
unslipped exterior and finger~paintdecoration,
and the other by a thin, watery red~slipped
exterior and finger~paintdecoration. Predomi~
nant formsare round~bottomed,flaringcollared
jars with a sharp, defined throat angle and a
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a smoothed exterior surface. Neither type

more useful in chronological studies using
frequency seriation because the finewaresrepre..
sented such a small percentage of the overall
sample, and changes in frequency were not
statisticallysignificant. Figure 7 (top) illustrates
the shift in frequencies of utilitarian wares and
finewares between Complex I and II in the
primary trench at Site 47.

shows evidence of burning.

Fine paste, moderately thin walled (05-0.8
cm), vertical necked jars with lip flanges and
highly polished exterior surfaces were also
present at these sites (Figures3, 13). This form
is not present in the excavated samples and is
found in surface collections only at the five
ComplexIII sites of the EIAzucar survey. This
formis similar to that listed in previous studies
as "Frogware"because of the presence of appli..
que claycircles on the jar shoulder arranged in
the fonn of a frog (paulsen 1970). Variations of
this type are dated by Paulsen to the latter
portion of the phase. A second form of redslipped, fine..paste jar often associated with
Manteftois present with what is referred to as a
"bell-rim",a high, outflaring rim (Figure 13,
Bushnell 1951).
Summary of Typological 'and Chronological
Analysis
Three trajectories of change were discerned

in the Guangala assemblage. These involved
finew~res,utilitarian wares, and a third set of
vesselswith white.. and red.. slippeddecoration
(Figure3). The dramatic shifts in the style of
finewares have been presented in previous
studies (Paulsen 1970;Simmons 1970;Stothert
1993a). Similar changes were observed at El
Azt1carand are illustrated in the left column of
Figure3. These types, based on fonnal and wall
thickness changes, are identifiable even in
eroded samples. Changes not previously out..
lined also occur, in the style and form of utili..
tarian wares. These correlate with changes in
the finewares.The changes are illustrated in the

right column of Figure3. These can be dis..
cemed in eroded samplesby takinginto account
attributes of paste, fonn, and wall thickness.
Frequency seriation of these types, particu..
larly the utilitarian wares, and modal analysis,
particularly of the finewares, were the basis for
delineation of three chronological groups,
Complexes 1..111.The utilitarian wares were

Guangala 'PhaseCeramics

A third set of ceramic types with a distinct
trajectory of change wasdiscerned in the assem..
blage. These types are shown in the center
.

.

column of Figure3. The typesencompassthe
large, thick-walledpedestal plates with white
and red slip..painteddecoration and hemispheri..
cal bowls as well as small pedestal plates which
show strong stylistic affinities to cultural phases
to the south. The white..on..red bowls and
plates have their primary occurrence in Com..
plex I, but are also present in Complex II with
no detectable changes in style or form. Large
pedestal plates are present throughout the entire
sequence with no detectable change, although
there is always a wide range of variability in
forms and surface decoration.
Technological Analysis
ComplexI. The utilitarian wares ofComplex
I group into a related fabric class. Based on
comparison and correlation with raw materials
sampled within 10 km of the El Azt1carValley,
the ceramics could be termed "local" products
(Masucci and Macfarlane 1997).. Due to the
rare evidence of on-site pottery production and
the general uniformity of raw materials in the
immediate Santa Elena area, it is not clear,
however, if the pottery was actually made at the
find sites. Therefore the term "local"pottery is
used to signifyceramics made within the Santa
Elena area.
A similar case for Valdivia pottery has been
reported by Marcos (personal communication
1995). Ceramic pastes correlate with the Quaternary vertisols found directly on or near the
surface throughout the area. Modern potters in
such villages as Rio Verde, Buena Fuente, and
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Juntas ~se similar deposits, and samplesof their
claysmatch well with the utilitarian wares of EI
Azucar Complex I.
The fabrics of utilitarian vessels of Complex
I which bear designs matching those typical of
the Jambel1 Phase also fall into the fabric class of

the other early utilitarian wares. Therefore,
these vessels represent an incorporation of
decorative attributes from neighboringcultural
phases into locallymade Guangalapots. There
are no other attributes of form or surface treat~
ment which would place these vesselsoutside
the range of typical Guangala wares.
The finewares of Complex I group into a
homogenous fabric classwhich, with twoexcep~
tions, matches local clays. First, the texture of
the ceramic fabrics is distinct fromthat of local
raw materials. Texture could be altered by
refining local materials such as through wet or
dry sieving. Second, pumice fragments are a
predominant non~plastic inclusion. This rock
type has not been found in' local clays, rock
outcrops, or drainage float materials. The
Ecuadorian highlands have substantial deposits
of pumice that are mined today and sent to the
coast. Although not listed on geologicalmaps,
there maybe depositsin the Chong6n~Colonche
hills, but these most likelywouldbe of tephra, a
mix ofpyroclastic materials fromvolcanic erup~
tions. The inclusions in the El Azucar ceramics
are pumice only.
Vesselswith white~and red~slippeddecora~
tion are unusual in their mineralogy, texture,
and technology compared to localmaterials and
the remainder of the EI Azucar sample. The
white~on~red hemispherical bowls and ring~
based plates form a separate pottery classand do
not relate closely to any of the raw materials
sampled thus far in the area. Furthermore, the
vessels show a strong preferred orientation of

voids. . This patterningmaybe associatedwith
forming methods {Whitbread 1987, 1989;
Woods 1984~1985).The pattern was not ob~
served in any other types, even when a similar
form was present.
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Compoteravessels also are unique, but with
the exception of pumice temper, the mineralogy
reflects that of local materials. The samples
formed, however, a very heterogeneous class
with a wide range of variation in non~plastic
inclusions, particularly tempers such as grog
(ground pottery) and pumice. Based on miner~
alogy, these could be local products, but each
may have been made at a different production
site, or by a different potter.
ComplexII. The utilitarianwaresofComplex II also form a closely related group on the
basis of mineralogy and texture, but one which
isvery distinct from that of Complexes I and III.
Texture is characterized by a bi~modaldistribu~
tion of inclusions. The smaller size mode is
comprised of fine sand-sizedgrains ofquartz and
feldspar, similar to those observed in the local
clays. The larger sizemode is also comprisedof
locally available material, coarse to very coarse
sand-sizedsub-rounded chert and tufffragments
commonly found in the local drainages. This
suggests the use of local clays with temper
selected from local river sands. Therefore, these
vesselsare likelylocal products, but technologically they are distinct from Complex I types
which appear to have been formed from local
clays with little manipulation or tempering.
Finewares and white and red vessels show no
change from Complex 1.
ComplexIII. Type 1 of Complex III utilitar~
ian wares, in contrast to those of ComplexI and
II, does not appear to be a local product. The
fabricsof these vesselsare dominated by coarse
sand-to~granule-sizedgrains of eroded coarsegrained igneous rocks. This class of material or
granodiorite is not available in the immediate
area of EI Azucar or the Santa Elena Area.
Small outcrops occur in the northeastern Chon~
g6n~Colonchehillsnorth ofGuayaquil,approxi~
mately 70 km from EI Azucar. In 1996 these
rock formations were examined, and thin sec~
tions of samples analyied (Masucci 1996). A
common identity was confirmed, but chemical
analyses are necessary to confirm a common
source. Type 2, on the other hand, is similarin
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paste, although different in form, from earlier
Complex I utilitarian wares, utilizing local
materials with little alteration. Finewares and
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ceous inclusions extruding onto the surfacesof
the vessels. Bushnell did not believe that this
type of mineral waspresent as a natural resource
in the area, or occurred in other vessel pastes.
compoterasshow no changefromComplexesI
and II.
We now know, from analysisof local clays,that
both muscovite and biotite are present in raw
materials in the region, but are rare mlneral
Summary of Technological Analysis
types occurring as fine~sizedinclusions (-<.05
Technological analysesrevealeda variety of mm). In contrast, these minerals are common
relationships between stylistic and typological and are larger (0.1~0.5mm) in the white~on~red
analysesand pastecharacteristics.Forutilitar~. ceramics. Therefore, Bushnell's hypothesismay
ian wares, there is a strong correlation between be correct. These vessels are distinct in termsof
surfacetreatment and shape with paste. Specifi~ texture, mineralogical composition, and tech~
cally, the shifts in style defining Complex I and nology. Thin sections from three sherds of
Complex II types correspond to a shift in paste. almost identical form and decoration from the
site of Los Vergeles in Arenillas, El Oro Prov~
.
Incontrast,pastecharacteristicsoffinewares ince south of El Azucar, and within the area
did not change throughout the Guangala Phase defined for the Jambell Phase, have also been
even though significant changes occurred in examined. These sherds were similarin texture
style. In the case of compoteras,a type was and mineralogy, and showed the preferred
defined on the basis of common form, although orientation of voids' typical of the El Azucar
there is a wide range of variation in decoration, white~on~redsamples. Chemical studies using
and technological analysisshowedheterogenous Neutron Activation Analysis of these samples
pastes. Vessel types with white and red decora~ were conducted by Hector Neff at the Univer~
tion remained stable.in all attributes across the
sity of Missouri Research Reactor (MURR) to
phas~.
examine further the relationship between these
sherds. Preliminary re~ults cluster the El Azu~
The utilitarian wares of ComplexesI and II car white~on~redsamples with those from El
appear to be local products, although made of Oro, but raw materials from this southern
different raw materials. Complex II types con~ province have not yet been tested (Masucciand
tain local tempers used to produce vessels very Neff 1997). These results are beingprepared for
distinct in wall thickness, form, and surface publication. It also remains to be demonstrated
treatment fromComplex I. ComplexIII utilitar~ that the Los Vergeles samples are themselves
ian wares,however, are both localand nonlocal.
local.
Nevertheless, preliminary results
One type contains rock fragments which have strengthen the likelihood of a relationship
not been found in the El Azucar or Santa Elena between the southwest coastal peoples and
areas. Throughout the phase finewaresappear those further to the south. This interaction
to have been made of locally available,refined likely extended into far northern Peru. Evi~
claystempered by non~locallyavailablepumice. dence is the strong formal and stylisticsimilari~
ties of white~on~red types and compoteras among
The picture isdistinct for vesselswith white~ Guangala,Jambelf (Estrada et al. 1964: plate
and red~slipped decoration (Figures 3, 9).
12), and Garbanzal (Izumi and Terrada (1966:
Although these are commonly viewed as key plates 13 and IS}. Furthermore, it isinteresting
Guangala markers, they are likely non~local to note that these white~on~redvessels, which
products. In an early study of Guangala ceram~ may be related to southern groups, are most
icsBushnell (1951) suggestedthatthewhite~on~
common in Complex I and coincident with the
red hemispherical bowlswereimported from the occurrence of the Guangala vessels bearing
South. He based this idea on the visible mica~ "Jambel{Punctate" type decorative modes.
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The largepedestaledplatevesselsor compo,
terashave proven to be an enigma in terms of
technological attributes. These vesselsshow a
remarkable diversity in traits, with no two
samples alike. The samples do not, however,
fall into any other fabric group. The character..
istics observed in these samplesappear to be a
mix of all the Guangala types. Technological
diversity could be used as a basisfor suggesting
a range of proveniences for these vessels. The
wide range of attributes which characterize
these pastes are allwithin the Guangalaproduc..
tion repertoire, and thus these vessels could
simply represent an attempt to temper with
whatever is commonly used or available to
achieve the thick walls typical of these vessels.
It is also useful to note, however, the evidence
forceramic production found byStothen at sites
in the Las Balsas region north of El Azt1car.
Survey at sites there also indicated a high per..
centage of compoterasherds (Stothert 1993b).
.

Thin sections of stylisticallysimilar sherds
. from other Guangala sites in the southwest
coastal region were compared with the samples
from El Azt1car. These additional samples
exhibited characteristics which strongly corre,
lated with the fabric classes discerned in the El
Azt1carsample. Therefore, these technological
classes appear to be consistent throughout the
Santa Elena area (Masucci and Macfarlane
1997).
Discussion
Correlation of the results of the typological,
modal, and technological analysesdistinguishes
main classesof ceramics in the Guangalaassem,
blage with three distinct trajectories of change
(Figure 3). Ceramic typological studies can
mask such diversity, emphasizing common
patterns of change across ceramicclassesuseful
for subdividing cultural periods. The main
advance from the combination ofmethods used
here is that it moves analysisbeyond documen..
tation of artifact variability. It provides data on
what changed. It is proposed thatthe nature of
the variabilityissignificantand usefulfor pursu..

ing an explanation for the changes. The follow..
ing discussionisorganizedby these three classes.
Furthermore, the results suggesta necessary
questioning of the temporal..spatial "culture
phase" divisions we have created and continue
to use. As this research emphasizes,"Guangala"
ceramics exhibit major changes in all aspectsof.
the assemblage.. in the decoration and formof
finewares, as well as in the surface treatments,
forms,and pastes of coarse paste wares. Change
in finewaresisvery abrupt, with only technology
retained from earlier wares. What holds the
"phase"together, then, is only a general levelof
similarity, including finger..painted decoration,
"red" globular cooking jars, pattern burnish
decoration, and the continued occurrence of
pedestal plates and white,on..red bowls and
plates. These two latter types may, however,
acttially be special function ritual vesselswith
white,on,red vessels imported.
Fine PasteWares

New stylistic traditions were incorporated
into this class of wares during the Guangala
Phase, although there is continuity in raw
material use and technology. Therefore, fine
paste wares exhibit stylistic change alongside
technological stability. Also, within each com,
plex, there is a narrow range of stylistic and
technological variation. These vesselsappearto
be local products but contain pumice temper, a
non..locally available material. Importation of
this material during the Guangala Phase would
add to evidence of movement of goods, such as
obsidian, from the highlands to the coast (Bur,
ger et al. 1994). The compositional similarity
between fineware vesselsin each complexraises
the possibility of centralized or specialized
production of these wares, but this is difficultto
address with petrography alone. Chemical
analyses have been performed to address this
issue. Preliminary results do not support a
model of centralized production. Further, the
likely source of production for individual sam,
pIes did not alwayscorrespond with their arch,
aeology provenience, suggesting groups may
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have exchanged individual vessels(Masucciand

Neff1997).

.

It is not surprising that the technological
attributes for manufacture ofGuangalafineware
pastes would remain stable throughout the
phase, because, whether applyinga burnished or
painted decoration, the desire for a thin,walled
vesselwith well,fired, dense paste wasconstant.
What was affected in the finewares were the
visiblefeatures, assumed to be the symbolically
significant or ideologically loaded elements
which may have signaled something about
Guangala shared identity. The source of this
new decorative style is still not known, but the
multi,colored painted decoration whichappears
in Complex II is a break with the previous
finewaremodes which were related to a stylistic
vocabulary with roots in the Late Formative.
Ledergerber (1980) also has shown similarities
in design elements between Guangala pattern
burnishing and that on sherds from the Nasca
Phase at the site of Cahuachi,in Peru's Nazca
Valley. The form changes which occur db not
alter the likely function of the fineware vessels
as serving or presentation pieces. Therefore, it
seemsprobable that, on one level, the function
of these vessels did not change. The message,
or its destination may, however, have changed.
In addition, any social processesresponsiblefor
the shiftofComplex I black,burnished finewares
to polychrome,painted finewaresof Complex II
did not affect the availabilityof the raw materi,
als, specificallypumice, which were part of the
fineware production tradition.
Another issue regarding these wares is the
use of the label "elite wares", based mainly on
estimated greater effort required for manufac,
tUre (Stothert 1984). Could these wares indi,
cate the presence of elites or socialhierarchies
during. the Guangala Phase? The vessels do
have higher production costs because of their
decoration and the control offiringnecessary to
produce multiple colors. The creation of high,
status goods,or the control ofluxury items as an
aspect of competitive hierarchical societies in
the Intermediate Area is well documented

(Drennan and Uribe 1987; Helms 1987).
Ethnohistoric evidence fromEcuador alsoshows
an association of finely decorated vessels with
native nobles (Salomon 1986:124). Contempo,
rary groups in the Eastern lowlands of Ecuador,
however, have a polychrome tradition associ,
ated with ritual and gift giving, rather than
display of elite status (Kelley and Orr 1976;
Whitten 1975). Also, in the case of th~
Sarayacu Quichua, similar painting techniques
are used, but each potter has a distinctive style
ofdecorativedesigns(Kelleyand Orr 1976:17).

These few examples indicate that both the
. degreeofstandardizationin decoration,aswell
as context, .are key evidence for examining the
production, function, and use of such vessels.
Contextual data from EI Azucar indicate that
the vesselsare widely available, and not limited
to certain site .tYPesor sizes. Not all motifs,
however, may be present at all sites. The often
pictured zoomorphic designs (paulsen 1970)
from pottery found at large coastal sites, such as
La Libertad, were absent from the EI Azucar
inland valley sites. Detailed design analysishas
not been performed for these. wares beyond
Paulsen's (1970) attempt to document evolution
of the style for chronological purposes. Much
more detailed contextual data, information on
distribution of motifs, and delineation of pro,
duction organization is needed before the ques,
tion of the significance and function of these
wares can be addressed.
Coarse Paste Wares

Coarse paste wares were. essentially rein,
vented during both Complexes II and III, em,
ployingnew technical choices to produce differ,
ent shapes and styles. Complex I utilitarian
wares show strong affinities to Late Formative
ceramics, as do the finewares. The changes in
Complex II show a preference for a vesselpro'
duced with larger and different inclusions,
thicker walls, and more friable paste. This
change requires the addition ofproduction steps
in the use of a local raw material for tempering,
and in the application of exterior thick red slip.
There is also an increase in the sizeand depth of
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bowl forms in Complex II. The shift:seen in
Complex III utilitarian wares suggestsa much
more complete break with the earlyand middle
types because one type of vessel is most likely
not made oflocally availablematerials. Changes
in utilitarian wares in both ComplexesII and III
also occur within a context of settlement
change. Settlement expansion and population
increase through Complex II have been pro~
posed. Complex III or Late Guangalahas been
seen as a time of settlement disruption and
possible abandonment (Lanning1967).
The shifts in utilitarian wareswouldseem to
suggest changes in function, particularly when
correlated with the changes in settlement. Not
all form characteristics, however, are related to
use. Many can be stylistic (Crown 1981).
Porosity tests following Rice (1984:350~354)
also show that all typescover the same range of
20~30%porosity even though paste, wall thick~
ness, and surface treatment varies. Bum pat~
terns, on the other. hand, do vary between
Complexes I and II, and Complex III vessels
have no. evidence of burning. The sample of
Complex III sherds is, however, still very lim..
ited. This suggests the possibilityof change in
cooking methods, for example, suspensionover
a fire versus pots set into a hearth. Such differ~
ent cookingmethods have been shown to result
in different bum patterns on vessel surfaces
(Robertson 1980; Hally 1983, 1986). Analysis
of vesselsize,volume, and bum patterns on the
EIAzucar samplescontinues iriorder to confirm
these possiblecorrelations. The function of the
addition of a slip, increased wall thickness, and
other attributes to counteract thermal shock
and other problems should be addressed.
Changes in paste could have been forced by
exhaustion of local materials. This does not
seem likely, however, because vesselsof pastes
typical of Complex I continue in very low fre~
quencies throughout the sequence, and fine..
wares are likely produced of similar, although
more refined, materials. Also, the pastes of
Type 2 of Complex III are related to those of
Complex I. Results of chemical analysesshould
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be particularly useful for explaining changes
seen in Complex III coarse wares. Basedon the
similarity to mineral types available to the east
in the Guayas Basin (Masucci 1996), it ispossi~
ble that the changes in ceramics and settlement
relate to events or peoples in that area. Cur~'
rently only a correlation ofraw material typehas
been es.tablished,a common source must stillbe
demonstrated. Relationships with the Guayas
Basin would not be a surprise and have long
been assumed (Estrada 1957b), but demonstra~
tion through sourcing studies would be useful
for better defining these interactions.

Finally, the uniqueness of the pastes of
vessels with white~on~red painted decoration
suggests a special case (Figures 4, 9). These
typesare present in low to moderate frequencies
and show few, or only subtle changes in styleor
paste throughout the entire phase. Based on
composition, the pedestaled campoteravessels
could have been made locally, but show a re~
markable diversity in technology and decora~
tion, with each vessel seeming unique. The
form of these vesselsand their similarityto later
stone seats, has led to an inference of use as
seats, or display receptacles for offerings
(Bushnell 1951). In contrast, white~on"red
hemispherical bowls and ring..based plates
appear to be nonlocal and possibly related to
groups to the south. The likelihood of such
interaction with southerly groups is strength..
ened by the identification of Jambel1modes on
local Complex I Guangala vessels.
The particular forms and styles of these
vesselsdate to the Late Formative and arefound
from northern Peru through southern highland
and coastalEcuador. Marcos (1986:37..38)
has
offered a scenario for the spread ofthese charac~
teristic Regional Developmental Period traits
(e.g.,clayseats, white~on~redpaint decoration).
His model is based on trade, competition, and
.conflict. According to Marcos, the appearance
of the cultural phases of the period is attributed
to a net ofexchangebasedin trafficofSpondylus
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sp. which served to create a seriesofjefaturasy
clanes(chiefdoms and kin groups/clans). These
groupsor cultural phases werein competition to
control or expand control of a sphere of influ..
ence in the net of long distance trade centered
on the exchangeof Spondylus
shell. Changes
wrought are due to incursions into the coastal
area by mercerderes(merchants) from Cerro
Narrlo in the southern Ecuadorian highlands
looking to expand and gain greater control in
redistribution of the precious Spondylusshell.
This model does not specificallydiscussthe use
of these vessels or why they would have been
imported or their styles adopted.
The possible non..local production of the
white..on..redvesselscouldbe seenassupporting
Marcos'model. However, the v.esselsand other
EarlyGuangala traits appear to be more closely
related to southern coastal Ecua~or,and north..
em Peru, than to the southern' }:lighlandsof
Ecuador. The general hypothesis that the
appearance of thes~ vessels relates to interre..
gionalcontact is'verylikely,however,given the
results presented here.
.

"

The new information providedthrough this
study on the white..on..red decorated vessels
raisesmore specificissuesof the use and signifi..
cance of this class of vessels, the meaning of
style, the origin of changes which we label
Guangala,and finally,the particularrelationship
of the Guangala people with their neighbors in
southern Ecuador and northern Peru. The
technological analysis, in particular, indicates
that the two types of vesselshave very different
production histories and thereforemaynot have
moved or worked as a unit. Although, if,white..
on..redvessels were imported fromthe south to
be usedat sites,and campoteras
weremadeat a
number of sites and then circulated, both types
would seem to have had a related importance in
terms of inter.. as well as intra..regionalrelation..
ships.

'.
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Conclusion
The research reported here demonstrates
the potential of examining complete assem..
blages and employing a range of analytic meth..
ods. Through this combination of analytical
methods and the inclusion of rarely studied
coarse, utilitarian wares, new information ~n
chronology, production, and ceramic sourcing
for the Guangala Phase of Southwest Ecuador
(ca. 100 B.C. to A.D. 800) was obtained. Spe..
cifically,a combination of type..variety,modal,
and petrographic thin section analysesresulted
in not only the definition of chronologically
significant ceramic attributes, but also revealed
the complexity of ceramic change during this
period. Changes occurred at different rates and
in different attribute classes and at times corre..
lated with changes in settlement. Radiocarbon
dates provide absolute time markers for the
changes.
The study has methodological significance
for ceramic analysts due to the combination of
often..competing analytical approaches with
technological analyses,aswellas cultural signifi..
cance for the opportunity to reconstruct the
complex webofinteractions which movedgoods
and ideas through the Andean area. This web
was likely both a source and result of socio..
political change during this period. This work
represents an initial move beyond simplydocu..
menting ceramic change, to building hypotheses
to explain change and define the relationship
between ceramic change and culture change.
Also, as new information on settlements, site
functions, and artifact contexts becomes avail..
able for Guangala and its contemporaneous
cultures, we Willbe better able to employ the
detailed ceramic data presented here to under..
stand technological choices, intra.. and inter..
group interaction, and culture change.
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Valleyliesnorth ofthe coastaltownofChanduy (afterMasucci1992).
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Figure 3.
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Summary Chronology of Guangala pottery types by complex (after Masucci 1994).
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Figure 4.
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Coarse and fineware sherds from Complexes I and II. Complex I types pictured include jar with
finger-paint decoration (top row, left); finewares with iridescent paint and pattern burnish
decoration (top row, center and right); and sherd with white-on-red decoration (second row,
left). Complex II types pictured are coarse ware jar rim with finger-paint decoration {bottom row,
left); bichrome flneware {bottom row, center); and polychrome fineware {bottom row, right).
Types spanning Complexes I and II are a grey striped sherd (second row, center top), an incised
bowl {second row, center), a red striped ware (second row right of center), and a decorated leg
from a multiple-legged bowl (second row, right).
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Examplesof Complex I forms with flgure..paint decoration (after Masucci 1992).
Color and decorativesymbolsfor ceramicillustrations:white/cream (a)j black/dark brown (b)j red
(c); iridescent paint (d)j dark nnger..paint (e)j streaky burnish (t).
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Figure 9.

24
..............-------_.

f

Decorative modes appearingin Complex 1. White,on,red bowl and plate forms that continue
through Complex II (a,f). Combination of applique pellets, zoned incision, finger,paint
decoration, and punctates applied to the exterior upper body of a Guangala coarseware vessel
with painted stripes (g) (after Masucci 1992).
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Figure 10. Examplesof Complex I fineware forms and decorative modes: interior pattern burnishing (d..h)j
exterior pattern burnishing (c)j interior iridescent paint (a"c)j and exterior iridescent paint
decoration (H). Note the complexityof wall form in contrast to the fineware forms of Complex
II pictured in Figure 12 (after Masucci 1992).
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Figure 11. Examples of Complex II coarse wares. Note continued presen.ce of finger-paint decoration
alongside formal changes. These vesselsalso bear a thick red slip (after Masucci 1992).
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Figure 12. Two#colored (bichrome) decorated finewares (a#n) and three#colored (polychrome) decorated
finewares (o#w)ofComp[ex II (after Masucci 1992).
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Form examples from Complex III: fineware jar rim forms (a~b); Type 1 coarse ware jar forms (c~e);
Type 2 coarse ware jar forms (f~h).

